Denote by M,, the set of integers h for which there exists a 2-design (linear space) with r points and h lines . M,, is determined as accurately as possible . On one hand, it is shown for r > r" that M, contains the interval [r+r°s , (_) -4 ] . On the other hand for r of the form p'--+p+ I it is shown that the interval [u+ 1, r+p-I] is disjoint from M, ; and if r > r" and p is of the form q'--+y, then an additional interval [r + p + 1, r + p + q -I ] is disjoint from M,. . 
Remarks . This result fails for v not of this form : projective planes from which points have been deleted provide many examples where b -v < v .
Theorem 2 is best possible in that it is easy to construct a 2-design with b = p 2 + 2p + I lines . To see this it suffices to consider the lines A, , .. ., A" of a projective plane of order p and replace A, = lx,, . . ., x p+ , } by A ; _ -vvx3, . . .,x1,+,i, A',-{x,,x; }, 2<i<p+1 .
In general we may take any projective plane and obtain a new 2-design by "breaking up" any line, i .e ., by replacing it with the lines of some 2-design on the same set of points . In the above example A, has been broken up into a near pencil on p + 1 points .
We further prove THEOREM 3 . If v= p 2 + p + 1 and b = p 2 + 2p + 1, then the design is obtained, from a projective plane of order p by "breaking up" one of its lines into a near pencil or projective plane .
Theorem 3 is in some sense sharp, nevertheless we prove a stronger result . This latter inequality must, by Theorem 4, also be valid (when b > v) for 2-designs on v = p` + p + 1 points which cannot be obtained by breaking up a line of a projective plane (when v > v o ) . In other words the interval [v+p+ l, v+p+q-1 ] is disjoint from M,, .
Remarks . In the theory of designs or extremal set theory there are two essentially different methods, the combinatorial and the linear-algebraic one . There are just a few theorems where both methods work . This is the case with Theorems 2 and 3 . We give two proofs . Theorems 2 and 3 are actually consequences of Totten's classification [7, 8] of all 2-designs satisfying (b-v)' < r, but the proof in [7, 8] is substantially longer than those we give here . One of the present authors (J .C .F .) has used the algebraic approach to give a shorter proof of Totten's complete result [4] . Our combinatorial proof of Theorems 2 and 3 gives with some additional reasoning the proof of Theorem 4 .
Proof of Theorem 1 . First of all we restrict ourselves to the case when v = p' + p + 1, where p is a power of a prime . It is well known that in this case there is a projective plane ; A = { A, , . . ., A,, } with l A ; l = p + 1, 1 _< i <_ v and JA,n A ;I = 1 for i j . On the other hand, if there is such a projective plane, then v must be of the form t 2 + t + 1 .
To prove Theorem l, first we prove can be taken care of by the block designs formed by breaking up the elements of L,'s into pairwise balanced designs . Thus it suffices to deal with the h satisfying
Let L, _ { x, , . . ., xk, A Let q be the smallest prime power satisfying Pk + 1 < q 2 + q + 1 < p k } p 31/aoi+,:,,2 .
Consider now a projective plane with the lines B, , . . ., Bye+ v + , . Omit y = q 2 + q -Pk < p ; 2 ' 40 of the points of this projective plane (without destroying any of the lines). Let the remaining points be identified by i x, , . . ., x c, k + , i . Thus we obtain a 2-design on our set { x, , . . ., xPk 4 1 1 and (2) therefore on our set S of pk + pk + 1 elements . Now the number of lines of this design is pk + Pk. + q 2 +q+ 1 ; pk + Pkk of the lines have size Pk + 1, the other q, + q, + 1 sets have size q, + 1 or less . ("Less" because we had to omit x elements which are at our disposal .) Let B*, . . ., By , y+ , be the blocks which remain after the omission of the x elements and let t,= I B*~. By breaking up the lines B,* we get h ; new lines for every b, satisfying ct < h ; < ( z) - 3 . Choosing the values of t ; (1 < i < q2 + q + 1 ) properly we can get every value in the interval ( pk 4°, pk3' izo, + z: ) in the form J:'_, h,-, with appropriate h ; ,. E 1 ct, ' 2 , This completes the proof of Theorem 1 * .
The proof of Theorem 1 now can be completed by the same method . We now proceed to the proofs of Theorems 2-4 . Henceforth we assume that we have a 2-design with u = p -+ p + 1 and h < p' + ( 2 + c) p for some c < ; . We use the following notation : A,, A 2 , . . ., A,, are the blocks (lines) ; x, , x, x, are the points ; l A i l = l; = length of A, ; r, _ I i is x; E A" 1< i< r i I = degree of x ; . In view of Lemma 1 we may assume that the maximum length of a block is p + 1 . Given this and u = p 2 + p + 1 we have the useful fact that a point has degree p + 1 if and only if it lies only on lines of length p + 1 .
We will refer to blocks of length p + I as long and < p + 1 as short. Clearly if all blocks are long the design is a projective plane . Thus we assume that some short blocks exist . AaB) ), being the sum of a positive definite and positive semidefinite matrix, is positive definite and hence has rank r, Subtracting the rank 1 matrix (1/(r,á -1)) J can reduce the rank by at most one, so r,,,-1 < rank Q o < rank Q = b -v < p -1, which gives a contradiction r,o <, p to Lemma 3 . To summarize, there exists a block A on x o such that all points of A -{ x" } have degree p + 1 . We now take x o to be any point of degree p + 1 and Lemma 2 completes the proof.
Algebraic Proof of Theorem 3 . Let Y= {x c S : r x = p + 1 1, Z= {x c S : r > p + 1 } . By Lemma 2, there are no blocks A -Y. But let us call A good when A is long and all but one of its points is in Y. Because of Lemma 2 we may assume that each block on a point y, e Y contains at least one point of Z, so IZI>p+1 .
The argument involving Q" in the previous theorem shows in this case, that each point of Z is contained in at least one good block . Any two long blocks intersect . Let G be a set of blocks consisting of one good block containing z for each z c Z and consider the principal submatrix Q, of Q whose rows and columns are indexed by the members of G . We have now proved that I ZI = p + 1 .
Recall that all blocks containing a point of Y are long . Consider two good blocks A, A' containing z, z' e Z. There are p Z blocks other than A containing points of A-iz}, all of which are long . There are p blocks (including A) on z containing a point of A'-{z-'} and these too must be long . Thus there are at least p` + p long blocks . These cover (p' + p)(°z ' ) pairs, leaving only ( ' +') pairs uncovered . The remaining p + 1 blocks are short and cover these (~' ; ') pairs . But all short blocks are contained in Z, and IZI =p+ 1 . Evidently, the short blocks form a (possibly degenerate) projective plane on Z .
Finally, the long blocks together with ZZ form a projective plane of order p on x, which proves Theorem 3 .
Now we present combinatorial proofs of Theorems 2-4 . Note that it suffices to prove Theorem 4 only since (using the de Bruijn-Erdős Theorem) the breaking up of a line in a projective plane immediately results in b > p' + 2p + 1 . Equality holds only if the line is broken into a projective plane or near pencil .
We show first that the number of lines of length p + 1 is at least p2+ 1 and then show that this implies that exactly one line was broken up .
Let g = (number of lines length p + 1) and let the longest line not of length p + 1 be Á, of length ap, 0 < a < 1 . Thus every line has length p + 1 or <ap . By counting triples (x ;, x,, A h ) with x ; e A,, xj c A h , x ; x,-; we have If I B ; n B,l = 1, 1 < i < j < m then B is embeddable into a finite projective plane of order p .
We apply this theorem to the system iA, A pe + ,} . Let B, B P 2+p+, be the finite projective plane into which we embed our system, and B" 1 < i < p -t + 1 the lines not belonging to our system . Then the pair covered by the lines B" i < p -t + I must be covered by our lines A i , j>P 2 +t.
Observe that to every line B i , i < p -t + 1 there is an x,, x, E B, and x ~ B i , .j < p -t + 1, i 1 . This is obvious because p -t < p + I and I B, n B i d = 1 for i j. Now for every A i , j > p 2 + t which contains x, we have A, c B ; since for y ~B ;(x,-, y) is covered by a line A _ v < p 2 + t . Since all the pairs (x i , y), y E B, must be covered by such a line A i , and I A,I < p + 1, we have at least two lines which are contained in B,-. and equality holds iff p = t, i .e ., exactly one line of a projective plane of order p was broken up .
If t = 1, we have b . p2 +3p-1 . Now we suppose 2,<p+ 1 -t < p -1 . In this case every B" 1 < i < p + 1 -t contains at least t + 1 points not contained in any other B ;, i j, 1 < j < p + 1 -t . Thus the short lines containing these points lie entirely within the given B, .
Let Remark . Let SJ =v, A= {A, A,} a 2-design . Assume 1 < lA,l v -2 . We can prove that the number of A,'s not containing x for every x c-S is greater than u-v . We have equality for finite geometries . This might be connected with the following conjecture of Dowling-Wilson . This is equivalent to the assertion that the number of lines not containing x is never less than the number of points not on A, . order u and u, > u is the least integer > v for which there is a finite geometry . Is it true, that we obtain our 2-design by omitting elements from the finite geometry of size v, (perhaps we can completely omit some lines if Let { A, } be a design on u = p 2 + p + 1 elements for which IA, I=~A,J=p+1, A,r)A 2 =0. We proved in Lemma 6 that h> p' +z p .
Determine the smallest possible value of h or give a better estimation .
